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Shipping at a watershed
As the ribbon was cut by leading dignitaries
to herald the official opening of SMM 2018
yesterday, speakers and delegates at a range
of panel sessions and seminars assessed the
future of global maritime transport, a major industry that is undergoing fundamental changes to many of its long-established
business models. It was no coincidence that
one of those cutting the ribbon was Kitack

Lim, Secretary General of the International
Maritime Organization where deliberations
over the last few years have led to a raft of
new regulations which will present unprecedented challenges for all those involved in
shipping’s complex value chain. The mood
amongst exhibitors, speakers and visitors,
was positive. Global shipping still faces plenty of challenges but many believe that the

worst of the recent downturn is now behind
us. Meanwhile, the rapid progress of radical
new digitalisation and related technologies
offers the potential for huge efficiency gains
and completely new operating procedures.
A range of new exhibitors from new countries are participating this year and SMM
organisers have focused on new technology
developments including 3D printing,
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Panellists emphasise
scale of ‘monumental’
sulphur cap challenge
The scale of the challenge faced by ship
operators as they prepare for the International Maritime Organization’s (IMO)
January 2020 0.5% sulphur fuel cap was the
key topic discussed by a panel of experts at
SMM’s opening press conference yesterday
morning.
Sitting on the panel were Kitack Lim,
Secretary General of the IMO, Esben Poulsson, chairman of the International Chamber
of Shipping, Frank Starke, CEO of Caterpil-

lar Motoren GmbH & Co KG, and Bernd
Aufderheide, president and CEO of Hamburg Messe und Congress GmbH.
Although the short-term implications of
the IMO’s sulphur cap were the panellists’
immediate focus, global shipping’s longterm fuel strategy was also discussed, with
broad agreement that the IMO’s 2050 greenhouse gas reduction target of 50% can only
be achieved with new technologies, new fuels and new fuel production methods.

» Communication and collaboration among member states and all
stakeholders is essential. «

» The industry understands that
there will be no postponement
despite the serious challenges. «
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» Change usually took place
gradually, but this will be a ‘step
change’, taking place overnight. «

» Apart from digitalisation,
green shipping is one of the main
themes at SMM 2018. «
Photos: HMC/Wallocha

The IMO Secretary General said: “To
have this overall international framework
within which the technical discussions can
now take place is a truly historic breakthrough. The next step is to agree the precise
measures that will enable these ambitions to
be achieved. Communication and collaboration among member states and all stakeholders is essential.”
Referring to the immediate issue of the
January 2020 sulphur cap and in his role as
ICS chairman and a representative of shipowner organisations, Esben Poulsson did not
mince his words. He said that there was widescale concern about the implications of what
he described as ‘this monumental challenge’.
He noted that one of the main worries
was that the sulphur cap will be introduced
overnight, with immediate effect from January 1, 2020. This threw up issues including
the availability of suitably compliant fuels,
new fuel blends, fuel compatibility, and pricing. Owners working in the tramp trades,
Poulsson pointed out, could not say in advance where their ships might be trading.
For them, the supply of suitable fuel will be a
major concern.
However, the Danish ICS chairman was
pragmatic. “The industry understands that
there will be no postponement despite the
serious challenges. Instead of complaining,
we must deal with it and help our constituency owners to comply.” He noted that shipowners must start to procure compliant fuels
by the middle of next year.
Dr Frank Starke re-emphasised the challenge ahead. Change usually took place gradually, he said, but this will be a ‘step change’,

OPENING PRESS CONFERENCE

Frank Starke, CEO Caterpillar

Bernd Aufderheide, CEO
Hamburg Messe und Congress

taking place overnight. There would be no
‘grand-fathering’; the new regulations would
apply equally to a 30-year-old asset as they
would to a five-year old one. This, he said,
was a major challenge for engine manufacturers who now faced a situation in which
their products would be operating on different kinds of fuel.
Starke also pointed out that the scrubber option is not straightforward. There
was a huge investment associated with this
type of aftertreatment technology, he said,
noting that open-loop scrubbers (which
discharge directly into the sea) were not
now accepted in some parts of the world.

Some ship operators have already invested
in this type of scrubber technology, in good
faith.
In the longer term, meeting the 2050
greenhouse gas reduction target will require
special applications and special solutions,
Starke said, but he warned that a collaborative approach will be essential. “The required
massive investments of creative intelligence
and capital can only be justified if there is a
predictable, globally harmonised emission
regulation regime. Adherence to these regulations must be monitored effectively and
enforced strictly to create a level playing field
around the world.”
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Visit the Alfa Laval stand to discover the latest solutions in today’s key
marine areas. From meeting regulatory demands and the challenges of
new fuels, to increased efficiency that boosts profitability, talk to our experts
and find out what it takes to stay competitive in a changing industry.
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EXHIBITION

First impressions from the opening day of SMM
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THE ENERGY ENGINEERING COMPANY
Engineering partner of large engine manufactures, plant builders,
operators and service providers in stationary and marine power generation.
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DNV GL in fast-forward mode

Photo: Sadowski

Classification society DNV GL announced
three important new initiatives yesterday, all
relating to rapidly developing technologies
that could alter some of shipping’s fundamental business models in the future. First,
DNV GL has launched a new approval of
manufacturer (AoM) scheme for additive
manufacturing (AM) producers who seek a
standard for their products. The classification society will gauge and verify a manufacturer’s ability to produce materials and
products to given specifications and in compliance with DNV GL rule requirements.
AM covers a range of industrial processes
that involve the creation of three-dimensional
objects by adding layers of material. They include technologies such as 3D printing, rapid
prototyping, direct digital manufacturing, layered manufacturing and additive fabrication.
Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen, CEO of DNV GL
Maritime, explained the background. AM
is a technology that holds great promise for
the maritime industry, he said. However, as
a classification society, DNV GL intends to
provide manufacturers with a clear path so
that they can produce and supply innovative products, using AM technology, which
command the same confidence as any other
product approved by class.
“The release of the AoM programme
opens up new opportunities for both producers and users of these products,” ØrbeckNilssen said, “creating potential efficiencies
in logistics and supply chains, as well as in
on-board maintenance and repair. Above
all, however, we must ensure that safety and
quality standards are upheld, and this new
programme allows producers to demonstrate their fitness to the shipping industry.”

In a second initiative, DNV GL has released a new class guideline covering the development of a robust safety culture relating
to autonomous and remotely operated ships.
The guideline addresses new operational concepts that do not fit within existing regulations,
the society explained in a statement, including technologies which control functions that
would normally be performed by humans.
A third move involves a launch by the
classification society of an Alternative Fuels
Initiative (AFI) which is intended to provide

a comprehensive and continuously updated
overview of alternative fuel projects, bunkering infrastructure, suppliers and technologies. This initiative has been driven by the
imminent sulphur cap on marine fuels and
the IMO’s greenhouse gas reduction strategy, both of which have given a new urgency
to the quest for alternative fuels.
DNV GL at SMM:
Hall B4.EG, Stand 221
Hall FO.EG, Stand 01

EXCELLENT PROVIDERS
OF MARITIME SERVICES!

SEE YOU!
HALL B7 / BOOTH 130

Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen, CEO of DNV GL – Maritime
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MARITIME FUTURE SUMMIT

Change of mindset needed, expert suggests
Outdated analogue procedures
must be digitalised and standardised. This was the view of
Hubert Hoffmann, CIO and
CDO of MSC Germany, when
he addressed the Maritime Future Summit at SMM earlier
this week. One of distinguished
range of speakers, Hoffman declared in a keynote speech that
it is not technology itself that
presents the main challenge, but
rather the need to change our
way of thinking. Business and
bureaucratic processes in ocean
shipping, he said, have barely
changed over the last eighty
years, and the same applies to
port registration procedures
which have still not been harmonised globally.
Mark O’Neil, CEO of Columbia
Marlow Holding, addressed the
subject of whether digitalisation

6

Hubert Hoffmann, CIO & CDO of MSC Germany, set the stage for the conference

will primarily enable optimised
work processes. The process
of digitalisation, he suggested,
would not happen in some sort
of abrupt revolution as had
sometimes been suggested by
the media, but would be more
likely to progress as an evolu-

tionary process. Speaking from
a ship manager’s perspective,
he insisted that the key focus
should always be the customer’s
technical needs.
Ulf Siwe, a manager at the Swedish Maritime Administration,
revealed how the Government-

Photos: HMC/Maack

supported Mona Lisa project in
which Sea Traffic Management
(STM) procedures had been
developed, had led to a range of
benefits for the operators of the
300-odd ships in the scheme. A
common and automated communication standard for ships
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» If autonomous ships
travelling the oceans, a legal
framework will be needed «

» Big data will enable the
use of ultra light, extremely
robust materials «

» Becoming a true pioneer
by taking the right steps at
the right time «

Wu Sun, Deputy General Manager of the China Classification
Society (CCS)

Kohei Matsuo, Project Director
R&D at the Japanese National
Maritime Research Institute

Ulf Siwe, Manager at the
Swedish Maritime
Administration

and ports had been established,
he said, which had resulted in a
reduced administrative burden
on crew, particularly with respect to reporting requirements.
Optimised routes had led to significant fuel savings and more
effectively coordinated port

calls. Meanwhile safety had also
improved as a result of better
collision avoidance and a lower
risk of groundings.
As some speakers noted in other
sessions early in the SMM week,
the IMO’s 2050 greenhouse gas
emission goals are unlikely to be

met unless some radically different fuel and propulsion technologies are developed. Mikko
Lepistö, director of Software
and Automation Operations
at ABB Marine and Ports Business, spoke about how to cope
with disruptive markets. He said

that the company believes in
network integration as a means
of improving performance and
is now offering its customers
remote condition monitoring
systems enhanced by augmented reality. He warned, however,
that the development of fuel
cell technology – the focus of a
number of current research and
development projects – would
be a significant challenge.
DNV GL’s Pierre C. Sames, director of Maritime Technology,
noted that the concept of the
‘digital twin’ had been accepted
by the industry quite quickly.
He spoke about the potential
benefits of this technology,
noting that the digital twin can
be used to determine the most
fuel-efficient ship design or to
estimate the likely lifespan of individual components. Stronger
algorithms, likely to improve
over time as more data becomes
available, should lead to more
accurate predictions, he said.

YOUR PARTNER FOR
DECK AND LIFESAVING
EQUIPMENT
As a global partner for innovative and reliable deck
and lifesaving equipment, PALFINGER MARINE
supplies high-quality products to fulfil standardised
and customised demands. Supported worldwide by
a network of experienced and skilled specialists,
we provide flexible and efficient service solutions.
Our portfolio gives a competitive edge for customers
in the maritime and offshore industry.
DECK EQUIPMENT

BOATS AND DAVITS

BOOTH: A1.204

BOOTH: B5.326

PALFINGERMARINE.COM
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CLASSIFICATION

BV supports LNG bunker development
At the last SMM event in
2016, Hamburg-based Bureau Veritas (BV) vice president Hans Gaetjens recalls
discussions about the lack
of bunkering facilities constraining the wider adoption
of LNG as a marine fuel.
Now, though, he says that the
commissioning of new dedicated LNG bunkering vessels
means that there has been
real progress.
BV was an early developer
of rules for LNG as a marine
fuel, for LNG bunkering, and
for type approvals for dual
fuel and gas engines. The
world’s first pure LNG bunker vessel – the Engie, delivered in 2017 – was built to
BV class and the society has
scored a recent hit with the
nine-ship order for 22,000
TEU gas-fuelled container
ships for CMA CGM.
Related to this transaction is
the classification of a LNG
bunker vessel ordered by
MOL, with Total as char-

Matthieu de Tugny, COO, Marine & Offshore, Bureau Veritas, and
Christoph Kiese, CEO of [bluester]
Photo: Bluester

BV’s Gaetjens explained that
the society also supports design improvement initiatives
and risk studies, including
HAZIDs and HAZOPs.
Separately, BV has signed an
agreement this week to integrate its digital platforms with

terer. This deal will involve
a long-term charter between
the two companies and the
construction, delivery and
operation of a 18,600m3 gas
bunkering vessel for delivery
in 2020. In addition to providing classification services,

[bluester], a maritime procurement outfit. [bluester]’s
online marketplace makes it
possible for buyers and sellers
to match their requirements
through a set of streamlined
processes. The classification
society will provide desktop
and global online verification
of [bluester] listed service
providers, thereby adding to
the safety, reliability and efficiency of the direct contracting process.
[bluester]’s platform will be
integrated into the classification society’s own digital
tools including VeriSTAR
Info, My VeriSTAR, BV Approval Explorer and PSC
Ready, providing added
value to BV clients who control around 11,000 ships.
They will have access to the
[bluester] marketplace via
a single sign-on and receive
special user benefits.
Bureau Veritas at SMM:
Hall B3.EG, Stand 101

Join us:
Wednesday, September 5th
12:00 a.m. room Marseille
(upper floor, east entrance)
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SUPPLIER

New cargo pump range

Matthias Kaufmann, member of the Kral management team, head
Photo: Wroblewski
of business unit pumps

Austria-based KRAL AG, a
specialist in pumps and flow
meters, has unveiled a new series of cargo transfer pumps,
the KRAL Z, with higher working loads and increased fatigue
resistance. The two-spindle
double-flow pumps are synchronised and contact-free
which means that they can satisfactorily handle contaminated
and non-lubricating media reliably and without pulsation, the
company said in a statement.
During development of the Z
series, the company’s engineers
have focused on reducing servicing, maintenance and operating expenses to minimise
the total cost of ownership.
They have successfully reduced
bearing loads whilst increasing
fatigue resistance at the same
time. The pump housing offers

several advantages: it has been
designed specifically to minimise intake flow losses and, in
addition to a variable spigot arrangement, a heating chamber
has been integrated into the
housing. The pumps can operate effectively both horizontally
and vertically.
Many of the company’s products have been developed in
close cooperation with customers and today, KRAL is active in
more than 40 countries across
five continents. The company
specialises in providing complete systems covering design,
development,
construction,
manufacture, assembly, installation and accredited inspection
testing.
Kral AG at SMM:
Hall A2 / Stand 201

Award-winning
green propulsion
#LNGasfuel
#greenshipping
In a world of fluctuating fuel costs and stringent
emissions targets, we are passionate about
operational simplicity.
X-DF engines offer new marine propulsion
standards with low-pressure gas technology.
A partnership with WinGD ensures efficiency
and sustainability with excellence built in.

wingd.com
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FUTURE OF THE FJORDS WINS
SHIP OF THE YEAR 2018

Original Spares.
Original Service.
No Compromises.

The world’s first all-electric carbon fibre vessel, Future of the
Fjords, has won the Ship of the Year award organised by the
Norwegian shipping publication, Skipsrevyen. The vessel,
owned and oeprated by The Fjords, was built at Brødene Aa,
and has won the award just two years after her sister ship,
Vision of the Fjords, won the 2016 title.

Vision for the future
ClassNK sets out its vision for
ship classification and the future of the maritime industry
with focus on the impact of
digital technologies. The classification society is increasingly taking advantage of developments in technology to
optimise and streamline survey
techniques and to deliver a new
generation of advanced technical services that benefits safety
and productivity in shipbuilding and operations. This will
involve, among other things,
leveraging ship design data,
proactive utilisation of hull and
machinery monitoring and using remote survey tools. Offering a glimpse of what the future

holds, ClassNK is showcasing
its latest guidelines for the use
of drones in class surveys and
for the conceptual design of
automated and autonomous
ship systems. Representatives
will be on hand to discuss specific topics such as the concept
of consolidating design data
as ‘digital twins’, the benefits
and potential of its ship data
platform run by subsidiary
ShipDC, and innovations in
surveying that will result from
deep data analysis, artificial intelligence, and remote inspection technology.
ClassNK at SMM:
Hall B2 / Stand 212

MEET US AT

SMM 2018
HALL A1
BOOTH 210

If you value the quality of original parts,
you’ll expect the same uncompromising
standards when it comes to service.

In May 2018, ClassNK published provisional Guidelines for Concept
Design of Automated Operation/Autonomous Operation of Ships

Details and insights can be found at
skf-simplex.com.
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EXHIBITION

Similar to the automotive and aerospace industries, the maritime sector has no choice
but to embrace the complex topic of additive
manufacturing. SMM is at the cutting edge:
for the first time, the leading international
trade fair of the maritime industry will host
a special exhibition on 3D printing.
From propellers and components to
entire ships: there is hardly anything additive manufacturing will not be able to make
one day. 3D printing technology is still in
its infancy, but experts agree that it will
forever change the global flow of products;
at the same time, however, it may open up
entirely new perspectives for shipping – for
example, by creating the ability to provide
spare parts just in time at any place in the
world. The 3D printing market harbours
enormous potential: The American market
research company International Data Corporation expects the 3D printing industry
to grow by 15 per cent annually over the
next few years.
SMM is once again a platform highlighting game-changing innovations and futurelooking technologies in a hands-on format.
Living up to this reputation, SMM will for
the first time present a special exhibition
on 3D printing this year. Its project partner
is the Maritime Cluster Norddeutschland
(MCN).

12
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3D printing revolutionises the
maritime sector

Michael König of Rolf Lenk Werkzeug- und Maschinenbau at the special exhibition on 3D printing

Live demonstrations at the
exhibition complex
At the “Maritime 3D Printing Show
Area@SMM” in Hall B6, exhibitors will
showcase their capabilities in additive
manufacturing, including companies such
as Rolf Lenk, Gefertec, MMG, Treo, SLM
as well as the Maritime Cluster Norddeutschland.
Visitors will be able to speak with experts while watching live additive manufacturing processes. What sets this technology apart is that “components are
no longer manufactured geometrically
through casting, drilling or milling but in
an additive process layer by layer,” explains

Professor Claus Emmelmann, Director of
the Fraunhofer Institute for Additive Production Technologies, IAPT. Not only
does this ensure a spectacular visual experience, “it also enables production of designs of any level of complexity, far beyond
anything anyone could have imagined in
the past,” says Emmelmann. Weight reductions of up to 80 per cent are possible.
Companies exposed to intense competition could save substantial manufacturing
and material costs while accelerating production times dramatically.
Maritime 3D Printing Show Area at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 224
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THE ITALIAN NATIONAL PAVILION
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Complex vessels, tenders and lifeboats
Fassmer presents its high-end
innovative wide range of maritime products at SMM 2018.
The shipbuilder’s competence
includes complex survey and
research vessels, search and rescue boats for the German Maritime SAR and the new Federal
Police Offshore Patrol Vessels
– all examples of Fassmer’s
expertise in ship design and
construction. The company’s
innovative drive is based on a
talented and experienced design and engineering team committed to develop new, effective
and environmentally friendly
solutions such as the most recent LNG-powered passenger
ferry Helgoland and the German research vessel Atair.

The new research vessel Atair is to be built by Fassmer

Cruise vessel tenders and lifeboats with a capacity of up to
500 persons, special forces and
rescue boats, as well as luxurious
yacht tenders form Fassmer´s
core competences in boatbuild-

ing. Fassmer provides customised lifeboat concepts for cruise
ships coping with the safety
demands of a large number of
passengers, with reliable and
state-of-the-art solutions, such

as hybrid or electrical propulsion. In the mega-yacht range,
Fassmer has recorded great success developing and producing
technically sophisticated tender boats of the highest quality which also have SOLAS approval as a lifeboat/rescue boat.
Fassmer`s in-house maritime
engineering and manufacturing competences provide for
a strong capability in the field
of deck equipment, where the
company produces complex
access systems, launching appliances, yacht hull doors and
tailored helicopter hangar
modules.
Fassmer at SMM:
Hall B4 / Stand 307

Visit us:

hall A4
booth no. 207,
09, hall B4
& booth no. RD

Do you need more drive?
Visit us a booth no. 207 in hall A4. We've got the
ideal powertrain solution for your vessel, too.
ZWVSA 440 U HS06

REINTJES GmbH | Eugen-Reintjes-Straße 7 | 31785 Hameln | Phone +49 51 51/104-0 | info@reintjes-gears.de

THE NEW PCP
CONTROLLABLE

VISIT US AT SMM!
HALL A3 / BOOTH 208
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Complying with regulations
At SMM 2018, SKF showcases
a range of new products that
help owners and operators
comply with present and future environmental regulations,
as well as help them improve
maintenance processes and
performance.
The first new launch is SKF’s
new environmentally friendly
shaft line portfolio – Simplex
BlueRun. This range of waterlubricated sterntube solutions
includes Simplex BlueRun
bearings, carrier bushes as well
as the Simplex BlueRun tail
shaft monitoring system.
Also on show is SKF’s EcoMode. This software has been
developed to ensure optimised
fin stabiliser operation and it
delivers recommendations and
actions based on retrospective
movement analysis.

SKF experts will attend SMM in
Hamburg

For the optimisation of oily
water treatment processing on
board any kind of vessel, SKF

has developed two new products: the Turbulo SolidMaster,
a filtration unit that precedes
an oily water separator and
mechanically removes suspended solids in bilge water;
and the new Turbulo HycaLogger, an electronic tool/
log book to log raw data of the
oily water separator i.e., all oil
discharges from the oily water
separator.
Alongside the wide range
of marine exhibits, SKF has
the product developers and
marine experts available
throughout the show, so that
visitors can discuss how the
company’s products can relate
to their specific application
needs.
SKF at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 210

SUPPLIER | SERVICE

Packages
from the
“4-Dimension
Specialists”
Knaack & Jahn is presenting
its ”4-Dimension Specialists” service packages, which
cover the company’s areas of
expertise: piping, steelwork,
HVACR and fire protection.
In complex projects across
the industry, Knaack & Jahn
has not only demonstrated
its service dimensions but
also its commercial thinking
when it comes to calculating
high-scale conversion and
retrofit works.
Knaack & Jahn Marine Systems
and Ship Repair at SMM:
Hall B5 / Stand 524

maritime.application

RELIABLE –
ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE
MAXIMUM AVAILABILITY.
Stable mechanical design
and highly robust
100 % series tests over 48 hrs
EXPERTISE.
Hot standby redundancy
Virtual HIL for tests & simulation
TRANSPARENCY.
Flexible automation with
open software & hardware

SMM 2018
04. - 07.09.2018
Hamburg,
Germany
Booth: B6.305

www.bachmann.info
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Ten docks at
rivers Weser
and Elbe
The merging process of the
docking capacity at the sites in
Bremerhaven and Cuxhaven
under the management of Bredo
Dry Docks, formerly known as
Bredo Dockgesellschaft mbH,
has created one of the largest
shipyards for repair, refit and
conversion in Europe.
With a total of eight floating
docks and two graving docks
located on the rivers Weser and
Elbe, Bredo Dry Docks is capable of docking any vessel up
to 330m long and presents its
expertise at this year’s SMM in
Hamburg.
Bredo Dry Docks at SMM:
Hall B4 / Stand 308

Valves, flaps, actuators, automation
The Sander Meson Group
presents its broad product
portfolio of valves, flaps, actuators and complete automation systems at SMM. The
group has a global network
with service teams and warehouses in Sweden, Germany,
Singapore, Dubai, India, Turkey and the United States.
This ensures prompt delivery of standard spare parts or
detailed individual systems.
Shell valves certified by LR,
DNV GL, RINA, RMRS, etc.
are available directly from
stock.
The automation products
SANCONTROL valve control, SANVALUE tank level
measurement,
SANHEEL
anti-heeling systems, SANFAST quick-closing valve

systems and the
SANSYS control and
monitoring system
are also being presented. All systems
can be operated from
a central ship automation system or via
their own standardised or
individual user interface.
For military surface and
underwater
vehicles,
the Navy Valves product range includes valves
to VG, NES, DIN and
other military standards in
bronze, aluminium bronze
and stainless steel including all required tests and approvals.
Sander Meson Group at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 434

Offshore – Maritime Weather Forecasts
Source: Vestas

Special advice and forecasts
Our Offshore support

The electrohydraulic actuator
SANTORQUE

Deutscher Wetterdienst
Postfach 301190
20304 Hamburg
E-Mail: offshore@dwd.de
Internet: www.dwd.de

General weather situation, text and graphics
Tabulated forecasts for any position or route
Forecasts for all important weather elements
in high resolution
Wind forecasts at different levels
On request individual advice by
qualified meteorologists
Update twice a day

So much potential –
removing inefficiencies
with intelligent cargo handling

Visit us at our stand A1.423
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SOFTWARE | VALVES

New crewing application
Hanseaticsoft, a Hamburgbased provider of maritime
software, releases a new and
enhanced version of the crewing application Crewing 2.0
of its central information hub
Cloud Fleet Manager (CFM).
Offering new features such as
the Pharmacy App, Crew Portal and third-party crew man-

The Cloud Fleet Manager (CFM)

agement, Crewing 2.0 enables
companies to connect on- and
offshore teams to collaborate
on every aspect of crew administration.
CFM’s modular suite of applications delivers a smart range
of functionality, offering total
operational visibility and the
power to steer it strategically.
The cloud-based design of the
application enables users to
use it anytime, anywhere and
is browser-independent. CFM
offers tailor-made applications
for all different departments
of the company and increases
collaboration, streamlines processes and can be used intuitively.
Hanseaticsoft at SMM:
Hall B4 / Stand 112

A gas valve unit from Uni-Geräte

Strong track record
Increasing environmental protection requirements and the
advance of alternative fuels such
as LNG pose new challenges for
passenger and cargo shipping
worldwide.
Uni-Geräte, a company specialising in valve technology, offers a
wide range of high-quality safety
valves and safety control systems.
Uni-Geräte’s products have established a strong track record: the
world’s first CNG solar hybrid

ferry uses technology from UniGeräte as well as numerous other
trend-setting projects around the
world.
The product portfolio includes
shut-off valves for MFO, LNG,
CNG and natural gas, single
valves, complete controlled systems and special solutions with
space-saving double valves.
Uni-Geräte GmbH at SMM:
Hall A2 / Stand 220

we have

something

Motor-Service
Sweden AB

you need...

4-7 sept 2018

Stand B 3 OG.101
Swedish Pavillion

your global

warehouse.
www.motor-service.se
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INTERVIEW

Three questions for...
and injection systems for all types of marine, offshore
and onshore applications. The recent acquisition of
L’Orange made Woodward’s portfolio even stronger.
We are proud to present various solutions for servicing, modernising and also converting engines and gensets into dual fuel or gas-powered systems.
What do you expect from SMM 2018?
Germany is our home base, and as usual we’re very
much looking forward to seeing customers from all
over the world and being able to present to them our
range of products and services. SMM is a good indicator for the industry’s mood – we feel well-prepared
for the future and hope that SMM will add a positive
impulse.

GUIDO FOERSTERLING, CEO

MWB Power GmbH, Bremerhaven

What are the hightlights that MWB Power will present at
SMM?
MWB Power is one out of 24 Woodward industrial partners worldwide, and will use this year’s SMM to focus on
the group’s portfolio and services covered by MWB Power.
Woodward is one of the world‘s leading manufacturers of
engines, turbines and generator control systems, and safety

Looking into the future – what major changes do you
expect?
Environmental aspects and in particular the reduction of emissions at sea and in port are of increasing
importance. Wide range gas, dual fuel and hybrid
solutions are needed to cope with the requirement
for dramatically increased environmental sustainability.
Existing engines with mechanic / hydraulic governors will hardly meet future emission control requirements. Woodward is offering a wide range of initiatives to modernise and refit existing engines by using
electronic governors in combination with electronic
actuators. Our Woodward team is very well prepared
to provide comprehensive global support.

Certified for
the high seas
Moving energy made easy: DNV GL certification, from stock, from 1 m!
World's first offshore and shipboard approval for cables in permanent
use in e-chains . 403 x chainflex cables with DNV GL certification, tested
in the industry's largest test lab. Online lifetime calculator, no minimum
quantities. Further information about the certified cables can be found at:
igus.eu/GLcables
®

®

plastics for longer life
igus chainflex with 36 month guarantee
®

®

®

Visit us: SMM Hamburg – Hall B6 Stand 322

EU-1188 DNV GL chainflex 183x63M.indd 1
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Free samples: Tel. +49 2203 9649-800
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Future
performance
depends
on today’s
decisions.
We help you make sure those decisions
are the right ones.
Come and join us for a coffee and a chat
during SMM 2018 at stand 1O7, hall B4.
Visit lr.org

Lloyd’s Register and variants of it are trading names of Lloyd’s Register
Group Limited, its subsidiaries and affiliates.
Copyright © Lloyd’s Register Group Services Limited, 2018. A member of
the Lloyd’s Register group.
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A. Rizvanolli - Fraunhofer-Center für Maritime Logistik und Dienstleistungen, CML
MCTAS: Cooperative Collision Avoidance at
Sea Based on E-navigation (e-Navigation
based Cooperative Collision Avoidance at Sea)
S. Feuerstack - OFFIS, B.Weinert - Carl von
Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg
Financing Green Shipping: Addressing the
Challenges with Pragmatism
O. Schinas - Hamburg School of Business
Administration
Privatization of Maritime Security
D. Siebels - University of Greenwich

11:00 Press Conference
Bureau Veritas
Hall B3, Ground Floor, Stand 101

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5TH
09:30 Press Conference
SKF
Hall A1, Stand 210

11:00 Event
Industrial and innovative capacity of
Saint Petersburg
10:30 gmec - the global maritime environmental congress
Opening
Central Entrance, Room Chicago, 3rd floor

09:30 Nigerian Maritime Business Summit

Panel I - Preparing for Ballast Water Treatment

Room Shanghai, 2nd floor, Central Entrance

09:45 Forum
Maritime Cyber Resilience Forum by
“Digital Ship”

Panel II - Dealing with the environmental
challenges of the future
Panel III - The passenger shipping industry
as an environmental pioneer

Room Kopenhagen 1 – 3 in Hall B3

10:00 Press Conference
ZF Friedrichshafen AG
Hall A3, Stand 219

10:00 Press Conference
Cummins

Closing remarks

Hall B3, Stand OG 234

11:00 Seminar
Admirality “A Future with ECDIS”
Seminar
Hall B6.1

11:30 Press Conference
Rolls-Royce Power Systems AG
Hall A3, Stand 305

13:30 Event
The IMO 2020 Global Sulphur Cap - is
Shipping ready? IBIA
B A3.5

10:30 Lectures
Deutsches Maritimes Zentrum

Hall A4, Stand 208

10:00 gmec - the global maritime
environmental congress
Registration
Chicago Lounge, 3rd floor

10:30 Press Conference
Wärtsilä Marine Solutions
Hall B6, Stand 220

Entrance East, 1 UF

Motorways of the Sea
Ch. Jochum - ENSTA Bretagne, Brest

16:00 Award
WISTA Germany Personality of the Year
(PotY) Award Ceremony 2018
DNV GL Forum / Entrance East, Ground

Simulation-based Systems to Support
Decision-making in Maritime Logistics
M. Dreyer, H. Schuett - Institut für
Seeverkehrswirtschaft und Logisitik,
Bremen/Bremerhaven

18:30 Networking Reception
Smart Holland

Efficient Ship Crew Scheduling complying
with Resting Hours Regulations

Selection - no claim to completeness all information without guarantee

“HNMS van Amstel” (Dutch frigate),
by invitation only

Specialist information on marine and
offshore technology for the global maritime
market since 2009.

www.shipandoffshore.net/smm18

Visit us at booth A1. 529 and take part
in our great raffle!

1st Prize
Sextant from Cassens&Plath

2nd Prize
Ship Bell Clock from Wempe

8746_NSH_EW_1807_anz_spi_183x83.indd 1
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MARITIME 4.0

The Becker LNG PowerPac supplies eco-friendly power to container ships during port calls

Photos: Becker Marine Systems

Breaking new ground with
COBRA Battery Systems and the
Becker LNG PowerPac

T

he market for alternative propulsion
systems in the maritime industry is
expanding rapidly. Hamburg-based
Becker Marine Systems’ response to this is
a separate product division, in which the
COBRA battery system is being developed. Initial experiences have been positive, and the Wattentaxi is already a successful reference project.
Becker Marine Systems’ new production facilities are located in Winsen
an der Luhe. On the outskirts of Hamburg, the world market leader for highperformance rudders and energy-saving
devices in the field of manoeuvring
technology has been developing the
COBRA maritime battery system for a
year now. Approximately 15 new jobs
for the production of efficient batteries based on lithium-ion cells have been
created thus far.

22

The name “COBRA” is an acronym for
“Compact Battery Rack” and can be supplied as a separate system or combined
with hybrid drives. “The name says it all,
we want to offer a very compact battery
system for the maritime market”, says Godehard Gauf, Director of Battery Systems,
the up-and-coming product division at
Becker Marine Systems. COBRA is not
only lighter and more compact than those

COBRA
battery system

offered so far by conventional battery suppliers; it is also easier to install on board.
“We want to produce the smallest system possible on account of the normal lack
of available space in machine rooms”, says
Gauf. In addition to functionality, weight
and size, however, the challenges in developing a new battery system also include
issues such as safety, service life and price.
The many enquiries coming in confirm
that Becker Marine Systems is on the right
path and can stand out positively from the
rest of market. Many tests with prototypes
under full load have already been conducted at the company’s own facilities. These
tests, including FAT acceptance as part of
production, can be performed on the specially developed battery test stand.
In principle, the “Compact Battery
Rack” can be used on all ships, such as
in offshore supply, for harbour service
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The Wattentaxi uses the COBRA battery

power supply (“cold ironing”) for ships in
port. The Becker LNG PowerPac® shows
that the company is strongly embracing
the advantages of environmentally-friendly LNG.
The Becker LNG PowerPac® supplies
eco-friendly power to container ships during port calls. Over the past few weeks,
a prototype has been successfully tested
multiple times with 20,000 TEU container
ships. Developed by Becker Marine Systems and its subsidiary HPE Hybrid Port
Energy, the Becker LNG PowerPac® is a
compact system the size of two 40-foot
containers. The unit comprises a gas-pow-

ered generator and an LNG tank, which
provides the energy for the generator. As
soon as a container ship docks, a container
gantry crane lifts the mobile 1.5 MW power
generator from the quay into position at the
stern of the ship. Once there, it is connected
to the ship’s power system and can supply
the electricity needed for on-board operations while the ship is docked.
Thanks to this innovation, harmful emissions such as sulphur dioxide, particulate
matter and nitrous oxides that would normally be generated while the ship is running
on auxiliary diesel engines can be either reduced significantly or avoided entirely.
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craft and workboats, and for passenger
ships and car ferries. In the longer term,
COBRA may also be of interest for larger
cargo ships, particularly for newbuildings. The focus is on hybrid or all-electric
drives as well as on compensation for load
fluctuations (“peak shaving”). The market
for this is growing strongly – and not just
in countries like Norway where all-electric
drives are subsidised.
The Wattentaxi, in which the COBRA
battery system is already in use, has also
become a successful project for Becker Marine Systems. For the first time, locals and
visitors to the region are now able to organise travel between twelve ports on their
own. The modern ship operated by Watten
Fährlinien GmbH impresses with its high
level of environmental friendliness.
The Wattentaxi uses a redundant parallel hybrid drive system with two diesel
engines and two battery systems. It can
be operated both fully electrically or by
diesel. Last summer Becker Marine Systems outfitted the Wattentaxi for this and
used the autumn and winter for further
development and sea trials. It has been
in regular operation on the North Frisian
Wadden Sea since spring 2018. COBRA is
fully functional with very good customer
feedback.
The goal of more environmentallyfriendly ship operation is being achieved
by both diesel engines with particulate
filters and high-performance batteries for
low-emission use. The prototype for COBRA deployment more than exceeds all
current and planned IMO Tier III requirements from the International Maritime
Organization.
Becker Marine Systems is also working
on a liquefied natural gas (LNG) based

pro du

c

COMPACT BATTERY
COBRA is an advanced maritime battery system employing tried and tested
18650 lithium-ion cell technology. The light-weight battery system is designed
for marine requirements, suited for seagoing and inland ships such as ferries,
tugs, cruise ships, yachts, OSV and harbour/service vessels.

Manoeuvring
Systems

Energy-Saving
Devices

Alternative
Energies

www.becker-marine-systems.com
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LUBRICATION

Focusing on EALs with new products
Klüber Lubrication is presenting a whole series of new products at SMM 2018 under the
motto “Plain sailing even in rough seas”. The
showcase focuses on extending the product
portfolio to include environmentally acceptable lubricants (EALs). These include new special greases for wire ropes, high-performance
synthetic gear oils and rolling bearing greases.
The new EAL Klüberbio AM 92-142 has
made its mark on the industry, thanks to its
excellent wear protection, exceptional adhesion and good water resistance, reliably protecting steel cables against corrosion, even
when they come into contact with seawater.
This lubricating grease was developed and
approved in close cooperation with a worldleading steel cable manufacturer, which now
recommends it for initial and relubrication of
its own steel cables.
Awarded the EU Ecolabel, the high-performance synthetic gear oil Klüberbio EG
2-320 comprises around 90% renewable raw
materials and is ultimately biodegradable.
This EAL reliably protects gear teeth and

Klüber Lubrication offers a complete range of speciality lubricants

rolling bearings against wear and premature
failure, even under high peak loads.
Klüberbio AG 39-602 is a lubricant for
open gears and highly loaded rolling and
slide bearings, offering good adhesion
and water resistance. Selected additives
ensure an extremely high corrosion protection, even when exposed to salt water.
The new EAL grease Klüberplex BEM 41132 provides excellent wear protection for

rolling bearings that are exposed to vibrations from diesel engines, propellers and
wave motion. This synthetic low-temperature grease can also be used in polar regions
and significantly reduces maintenance costs,
due to longer relubrication intervals and
bearing service lives.
Klüber Lubrication at SMM:
Hall A3 / Stand 309

WAKE UP.
IT’S A NEW DAWN
FOR MARINE.
The future of marine will be an efficient,
ecologically sound, connected and
collaborative Smart Marine Ecosystem.
But only if we build it together.
Visit us at SMM, Hamburg - Hall B6
wartsila.com/SMM2018
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ELECTRONICS | ENGINE CONTROL

Integrated navigation system
Furuno Electric Co, Ltd showcases its
comprehensive range of marine electronic
equipment such as bridge systems as well as
individual navigation and communication
equipment.
At this year’s SMM, the company exhibits its
latest integrated navigation system (INS),
including voyage planning station, presented at a 55” large touch-panel-display, as well
as various smart add-ons for optimisation
of functionality and operation. The INS
includes Furuno’s latest chart radar FAR3000 series combined with ECDIS, conning, steering and alarm management sys-

tem, framed by a modern and user-friendly
bridge console.
Another highlight this year is the company’s new radar FAR-2xx8 series. It features
a new slick antenna design and state-ofthe-art signal processing technology. Fast
Target Tracking™ for prompt target information and solid-state option for S-Band
radar is also available. Furthermore, the
radar series is wide screen compatible.
Furuno also demonstrates a new augmented
reality navigation concept: a new cutting
edge interactive aid, which superimpose
navigational information in a real-world en-

Image of the Furuno booth at SMM 2018

vironment captured by a camera. This enables an easy total navigational overview helping to secure prompt, safe and efficient ship
operation.
Furuno Electric Co, Ltd at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 100

New engine control system
Avat showcases its engine control system for maritime gas and DF engines
E²CON-M at SMM. The modular system
is resistant, highly flexible and open to all
kinds of extensions.

Based on the company’s open and flexible
openECS hardware and software components, with reliable modules for the control
of knocking and misfire, cylinder pressure,
RPM, power and mixture, the product is suit-

able for almost any gas or dual-fuel engine
control system.
Avat at SMM:
Hall A4 / Stand 230

THE 4-DIMENSION SPECIALISTS
Piping · Steelwork · HVACR · Fire Protection
WE DELIVER!

Call us at:
+49 40 781 29 30
www.k-j.de

Join us here:
Hall B5
Stand 524

Visit us at
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Offshore Wind and
Marine Renewable
Energies
Offshore
Oil and Gas
Technology

Marine Research
Technology
Hydrography
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Technology

Maritime
Security
Technology

Integrated
Coastal Zone
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Ocean Mining
Technology
Mariculture
Technology

Hall B6
www.marine-technology.eu
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GMEC

Green Shipping makes
headway

N

ew, stricter environmental regulations are forcing the shipping industry to take action. At SMM 2018,
exhibitors will present future-proof technologies. At today’s Global Maritime Environmental Congress (gmec) experts will
discuss challenges and opportunities facing
the industry.
The countdown is on: the new 0.5 per
cent sulphur limit for ship fuels will take effect
on 1 January 2020. “There is no turning back.
The lower sulphur limit will have a significant
positive impact on the environment and on
human health,” said IMO Secretary-General
Kitack Lim. One possible way to comply
with this regulation is Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG): according to the SMM Maritime
Industry Report (MIR), as many as 44 per
cent of shipowners are considering liquefied
natural gas propulsion for their newbuilds. At

SMM, industry stakeholders will be able to
discuss other compliance options as well.

LNG – a clean alternative
Shipowners around the world are facing
the challenge of making far-reaching decisions: Will low-sulphur fuel be available in
sufficient quantities at reasonable prices?
Are exhaust gas scrubbers a smart investment? Or would it be better to opt for LNG
right away? Questions like these will be
discussed at gmec as part of the SMM conference programme. Speakers such as Katharine Palmer, Global Sustainability Manager at the classification society Lloyd’s
Register, will advise the industry on how
best to comply with current regulations
and prepare for future ones. Exhibition hall
A5 will be dedicated to the Green Propulsion theme with a special focus on LNG,

AIDA Cruises has ordered its third LNG-ready vessel

allowing decision-makers to meet up with
experts to get advice and study technical
solutions hands-on.
As for ballast water management
(BWM), the IMO has granted shipowners a short transitional period before they
must comply but the clock is ticking. Experts believe that from 2019, the industry
will have to work at full speed to implement the BWM Convention which took effect in 2017. This necessitates investments
amounting to billions of dollars.

LEADING THE WAY IN
MARINE SOLUTIONS
ABS is a marine classification leader. The depth and
breadth of our experience across all major sectors of
the industry is unparalleled.
Our team of knowledgeable, experienced
professionals is helping members, clients and
industry stakeholders around the world find
solutions to technical and regulatory challenges.
We offer practical answers today as we prepare for
tomorrow’s challenges, providing help for every
phase of the project life cycle.

Visit ABS at Hall B3.EG Stand 200
LEADING THE FUTURE
www.eagle.org
© Alex Kolokythas Photography/Shutterstock
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from Me

Photos: Meyer Werft

from Meyer Werft just a few weeks ago

“Numerous manufacturers are reporting record numbers of incoming orders,”
says Claus Ulrich Selbach, Business Unit
Director – Maritime and Technology Fairs
& Exhibitions at Hamburg Messe und Congress GmbH. Understanding which types
of BWM systems are suitable for a specific
ship type, and which of these systems meet
both the IMO rules and the stricter requirements of the US Coast Guard is challenging. A gmec expert panel including Debra
DiCianna of the US consulting firm Choice

Cruise industry: pioneering
sustainability
When it comes to eco-friendly ship operation, the cruise industry is several steps ahead
of most other shipping segments, not only in
response to increased environmental awareness among passengers but also because the
many highly sensitive waters visited by these

ships must be protected. It is the segment’s
explicit goal to minimise the effects of every trip on the marine environment and on
coastal regions. Here again, LNG fuel plays
a key role. AIDA Cruises ordered its third
LNG-ready cruise vessel from Meyer Werft
just a few weeks ago. The Japanese NGO
Peace Boat’s Ecoship concept likewise favours LNG power. Apart from its dual-fuel
engine, the vessel will feature ten retractable,
rigid sails doubling as photovoltaic panels
as well as wind turbines, and an additional
6,000m2 of on-deck solar panels. Further
information on what may be the ‘greenest’
cruise ship yet will be available in Hall A5.
Under the chairmanship of Andreas
Chrysostomou, acting Secretary General of
the European chapter the Cruise Lines International Association, a gmec expert panel
will focus on the cruise industry’s pioneering
role in environmental protection.
The conference team will again be supported by its cooperation partner Seatrade.
Attendees can expect a series of fascinating
discussions and an array of innovative developments that have the potential to make shipping cleaner step-by-step in the years ahead.

engineering // commissioning // service
VISIT US AT SMM 2018
Hall B6, Stand 614, 4. - 7. Sept

© 2018 Chevron U.S.A. Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks
are the property of Chevron Intellectual Property LLC.

team@idudesign.com

www.e-ms.eu

IDU Creative Services
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Ballast Systems, Tim Wilkins, Environment
Director at Intertanko, the International
Association of Independent Tanker Owners, Stamatis Fradelos, Principal Engineer,
Operational Environmental Performance
(OEP) Team, ABS and others will provide
valuable insights. SMM visitors will be able
to familiarise themselves first-hand with the
technologies offered by different manufacturers from around the world.
This year’s fair again features various
theme-based routes to help visitors find the
exhibition highlights they are looking for.
“We have added a Cruise & Ferry Route to
our programme,” says Selbach. “From the engine room to the bridge through to passenger cabins, this route spreads out the entire
value chain before our visitors.”

Optimize performance.
Navigate to success. FAST.
 Enhance performance
 Increase engine efficiency

Together, we can adapt to the challenges of today — and tomorrow.
chevronmarineproducts.com

Chevron Global Lubricants 1810454->SMM Show Daily Optimization 183x63 September 5th Ad.1.indd 1
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 Reduce lubricant feed rates
 FAST™ vessel optimization
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GMEC

PROGRAMME GMEC - THE GLOBAL MARITIME ENVIRONMENTAL CONGRESS 2018
Central Entrance, Room Chicago, 3rd Floor

10:00 - 10:30

Registration

10:30 - 11:00

Opening
Welcome Address by the organisers

Session moderator: Teus van Beek, General Manager
Market Innovation, Wärtsilä Marine Solutions
Confirmed speakers include:
• Helge Bartels, General Manager, ZEABORN Ship
Management GmbH & Cie. KG

Keynote Speech: Tian-Bing Huang
Deputy Director for Subdivision for Protective

11:00 - 12:00

Measures, Marine Environment Division,
International Maritime Organization (IMO)

• Capt Wolfram Guntermann, Director Environmental
Management, Ship Management, Hapag-Lloyd AG

Panel I - Preparing for Ballast Water Treatment
Moderator: Sahan Abseysekara, Team Lead,
BWM & Technical Lead, Engineering Systems,
Marine & Offshore, Lloyds Register

• Jan-Olaf Probst, Business Director Container Ships,
DNV GL Maritime

• Katharine Palmer, Global Sustainability Manager,
Lloyd’s Register

• Teus van Beek, General Manager Market Innovation, Wärtsilä Marine Solutions
• Dr Ing Gerd Würsig, Business Director Alternate
Fuels, DNV GL Maritime

Confirmed speakers include:
• Capt Sean T. Brady, Commandant (CG-OES),
U.S. Coast Guard Office of Operating and
Environmental Standards
• Debra DiCianna, Senior Compliance Engineer,
Choice Ballast Systems

14:30 - 15:00

Coffee break

15:00 - 16:25

Panel III - The passenger shipping industry as an
environmental pioneer
Moderator: Andreas Chrysostomou, Chief Strategy
Officer (CSO), Tototheo Maritime

• Stamatis Fradelos, Director, Business Development,
ABS
• Tian-Bing Huang, Deputy Director for Protective
Measures, Marine Environment Division,
International Maritime Organization (IMO)

Confirmed speakers include:
• Bud Darr, EVP Maritime Policy and Government
Affairs, MSC Group

• Tim Wilkins, Environment Director, Regional
Manager, Asia-Pacific, Intertanko

• Lex Nijsen, VP Head of Four-Stroke Marine,
MAN Energy Solutions
• Jan-Erik Räsänen, Head of New Technology,
Foreship

12:00 - 13:00

Lunch break

13:00 - 14:30

Panel II - Dealing with the environmental challenges
of the future

• Rolf Sandvik, Chief Executive Officer, The Fjords
• Tom Strang, SVP Maritime Affairs, Carnival Maritime and Chairman, CLIA Europe Environment,
Safety & Security Committee

Part 1: Greenhouse gas strategy and energy efficiency
Part 2: Emission control – how best to comply with
the upcoming global sulphur cap?

16:25 - 16:30

Closing remarks

No one’s understanding of
maritime marketing goes deeper

s
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SHIP EFFICIENCY | SECURITY

Evaluating performance
At SMM 2018 in Hamburg, the marine
world can experience ABB Turbocharging’s digital solutions that are enabling
intelligent and sustainable vessel operations.
ABB AbilityTM Tekomar XPERT and ABB
AbilityTM Digital SIKO are two of the
solutions in the portfolio that will be on
display and which have been developed
to support marine customers in maximising efficiency, increase productivity and
lower total cost of ownership.

Tekomar XPERT is a performance evaluation software that evaluates deviations
and quantifies potential fuel oil savings.
Digital SIKO has evolved from ABB’s
standard Sicherheitskonzept (safety concept), which is a calculation method for
determining the speed and temperature
limits of rotor components for given exchange intervals.
ABB Turbocharging at SMM:
Hall A3 / Stand 202

Tekomar XPERT evaluates deviations and
quantifies potential fuel oil savings

Cyber security
firm makes debut
appearance
Naval Dome, the Israeli-based manufacturer of the marine industry’s only
multi-award-winning cyber protection
system, will be attending SMM for the
first time this year. CEO Itai Sela will be
available at the show to provide visitors
wilth a greater understanding of the
maritime cyber threat and what solutions are available to thwart the hackers.
Earlier this year, the company’s novel
defence system was selected to protect
55 Stamco-operated pure car and truck
carriers (PCTC). Naval Dome will install the security system on board the
vessels’ bridges, navigation, communication and machinery control systems
to deliver maximum, multi-layered
protection from any existing or future
cyber security threat. Naval Dome’s cyber defence technology, which can be
installed on multiple ship systems, uses
intelligence agency security technology
to prevent internal and external cyber
attacks with minimal human intervention. It integrates with existing systems
and software, providing real-time cyber
alerts and blocks malicious files to prevent unauthorised access to critical systems and data.

DISCOVER THE
POWER OF
FLEET XPRESS
EXPECT MORE
Inmarsat’s double award winning maritime
satellite service guarantees a previously
unachievable package of benefits.
Experience exceptional performance,
simplicity and reliability - wherever you
operate in the world.

Powering global connectivity
inmarsat.com/gxfx

Naval Dome at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 138
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NAVIGATION

Innovative bridge system architecture
At SMM, Raytheon Anschütz
exhibits an innovative portfolio
of bridge navigation systems,
autopilots, and sensors. Raytheon Anschütz invented the
innovative bridge system architecture of Synapsis NX in 2016.
A new suite of navigational applications
has been
developed
based
on
this architecture,
enhanced
with artificial intelligence, and made ready
for launch: the new Synapsis Radar NX, Synapsis
ECDIS NX, and Synapsis Conning NX. Raytheon Anschütz
has designed the new applications in close cooperation with

30

experienced navigators in order
to consider the human element
and onboard workflows most
effectively.
Visitors can experience the
clearly structured

and modern HMI, and the unparalleled intuitiveness of use.
The software is scalable to include additional functionality
beyond basic IMO
standards to support special
customer

Raytheon
Anschütz
launched the
bridge system
architecture of
Synapsis NX
in 2016

requirements, increase navigation safety and add efficiency.
The new applications are available stand-alone and as part of the
Synapsis NX Integrated Navigation System. Based on smart network infrastructure and standardised hardware, the system is easy
to integrate into various system
environments, no matter whether newbuild or retrofit.
Raytheon Anschütz has also
the latest in heading and radar
sensor technology, as well as
the new PilotStar NX autopilot on display. In addition, the
newly established RAN-Dock
innovation hub is present on
site to discuss ideas for future
bridge operation systems.
Raytheon Anschütz at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 304
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FUEL EFFICIENCY

Oil mist separators
The Swiss company UT99 will
once again be presenting its oil
mist eliminators for the marine
industry.
At the last two trade fairs in
Hamburg in 2014 and 2016, the
world’s first oil mist separators
for the crankcase (combustion
engine) and luboil tank ventilation (gas and steam turbine)
with type approval from DNV
GL and RINA were unveiled.
The oil mist separators are also
approved for operation on gas
and dual-fuel engines.
In the meantime, several typeapproved oil mist separators
have been delivered to various
shipyards.
Since
September
2016,
the number of cruise ships
equipped with UT99 oil mist
separators has increased by over
40% to 27 vessels.

The oil mist eliminator UPF-844-3M

In addition to the UPFOCV-844 series, the UPFSauKuL and UPF-CCV-450
will be showcased at the
booth – highly efficient pas-

Guaranteed fuel savings
Another SMM first-timer will
be Germany’s FuelSave, which
will present its game-changing
fuel consumption reducing
technology, FS Marine+, which
was launched this June. It is a
solution aimed at optimising
the fuel consumption efficiency
of all marine diesel engines.
The technology, proven in
both in-the-field and laboratory tests, is offered with a
contractually guaranteed 10%
saving on overall fuel costs.
The technology also significantly reduces CO2, NOx, and
particulate matter (PM) emissions, through a cleaner and
cooler combustion process.
The patented engine efficiency
enhancement system uses an
onboard hydrogen synthgas
generator to inject a gas and liquid water/methanol solution

into an engine’s combustion
chamber to improve efficiency.
It can be applied to almost all
types of two- and four-stroke
engines, although those running
on HFO, MGO or MDO benefit from the greatest efficiency
gains and, consequently, the
highest savings and best return
on investment.
Engine wear and tear was also
found to have been significantly
reduced, compared with those
engines that operated without
the FS Marine+ solution. This
was due to cleaner combustion,
cleaner cylinder heads, greater
cylinder lubrication efficiency
and substantially fewer carbon deposits, all of which had a beneficial
impact on engine maintenance.
FuelSave GmbH at SMM:
Hall A5 / Stand 515

Photo: Dähnert

sive oil mist separators for
the ventilation of crankcases
(combustion engines up to
500 kW and 3 MW respectively) and housings of auxil-

iary equipment (tanks, gears,
clutches).
UT 99 AG at SMM:
Hall A4 / Stand 413

9 out of10

Customers rate VIKING as
professional and service-minded

98%

Renew their Shipowner Agreement

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT

Protecting people and business

MEET US AT SMM, STAND #B1.EG.504
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MARITIME 4.0

Bureau Veritas: digitalised and
smart classification

The world is now digital and
the classification business has
to keep pace with this reality.
Bureau Veritas (BV) has been
effective in digitalising the
class business offering an endto-end integrated digital platform supporting the class and
statutory survey and certificate
process. This digital platform,
delivered through desk-top
and mobile devices, is providing a digitalised class process
with clear benefits to clients.
My Veristar, launched in
2016, is a mobile version of the
popular Veristar portal, providing shipowners and managers
with all fleet, class and statutory
information - wherever they are.
Digital tools, such as My
Jobs, help BV surveyors to
prepare for their surveys more
effectively, and to report more
easily, enabling them to focus on surveying rather than
paperwork, while reducing
the possibility of error. My
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Chronos provides shipowners and shipmanagers with a
mobile capability to request
and book surveys. Ultimately,
the whole process can now
be managed digitally - right
through to issuing certificates.
In 2018 BV has delivered
new apps and functionality to
provide even more benefits to
clients. PSC Ready and My Fuel
Consumption support both
compliance and operational performance needs of fleet managers and their personnel.

Cyber-smart and enabled
– and more autonomy
Cyber-enabled smart and autonomous ships offer the potential to improve safety and
reduce environmental hazards
by lowering the risk of human
error. At the same time, they
enable operational cost reductions and optimisation of fleet
management through fuel efficiency and reduced manning.

As ships increasingly make
use of sensor-based and integrated cyber-physical systems, two key questions arise:
firstly, how to take advantage
of smart automation technology to enhance performance
while maintaining safety;
and secondly, how to address
the associated cyber-security
risks.
BV addresses both cybersafety and security with cyber
notations. The SW-Registry
notation addresses cyber security requirements and recognition of compliance with IACS
UR E22, keeping track of software change management. The
SYS-COM notation, meanwhile, addresses, with a voluntary approach, the risks of
malicious cyber-attack. With
as many as one in three shipping companies experiencing
some level of cyber incursion
last year, addressing cyber security will be critical.

With security and safety
standards assured, it is possible then to enable cyber performance and ‘smart’ ships and
levels of autonomy.
BV has developed Guidelines for Autonomous Shipping, identifying different levels of autonomy, (NI 641) and
these are helping the industry
move towards an increased
level of automation and autonomy. BV is involved in several
‘smart’ projects, such as Bourbon’s dynamic positioning
initiative on its offshore supply
vessels (OSV), reducing the
need for crew on board and
providing a roadmap of benefits applicable to other ship
type markets.

Understanding the
different needs of
different clients
A key differentiator for BV is a
focus on providing real benefits to clients, recognising their
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different needs. The requirements of bulk, tanker and gas
carrier operators – for autonomous operations – will not be
the same as operators of tugs
or OSVs. Digital platforms
and cyber capabilities have to
be faster, more accurate, and
more secure – to provide real
and measurable cost benefits –
than alternatives.
BV is the largest testing,
inspection and certification
(TIC) organisation that offers
marine classification. The BV
group, which offers TIC services across nearly all industries, is undergoing a digital
transformation in all of its divisions. This enables BV to benefit from development in other
areas of business and transfer
that knowledge and expertise
to BV’s marine and offshore
clients. Block chain initiatives
in the food sector, piloted by
BV to provide assurance of the
origin of tuna from the world’s
fisheries, could be applied in
the marine and offshore sectors, for example.
An example of efficiency in
action is how BV is leading the
way in issuing digital certificates.
In 2017, BV issued more than
50,000 digital certificates for the
inspection of shipping containers and other services. And BV is
now recognised by the majority
of flag states for its capability to
provide digital certification to
shipowners world-wide.

visit us

signature experts – provides a
high level of security. Cert Europe is certified in accordance
with applicable technical requirements and specifications
for class and statutory certification and supports digital certification for the BV
Group.

Confidence in e-certification
Confidence in e-certificates
is vital and the electronic
signature is key. Benefiting

from the BV group expertise
and experience, an electronic
signature feature provided by
Cert Europe - the electronic

E-business to the class
business
Another next step is to offer new services, bringing ebusiness to the class business.
Watch this space!
Bureau Veritas at SMM:
Hall B3, EG / Stand 101

> BUREAU VERITAS
Created in 1828, Bureau Veritas is a global leader in Testing, Inspection and Certification (TIC), delivering
high quality services to help clients meet the growing challenges of quality, safety, environmental protection and social responsibility.
It is by far one of the the largest and most global group involved in ship classification and offshore verification and certification in the world.
The Marine & Offshore division of Bureau Veritas is an important part of the group. lts global network is at
the heart of Bureau Veritas‘ local presence in every country on earth and its expertise is shared across the
group.
Bureau Veritas delivers high quality services to help clients meet the growing challenges of quality, safety,
environmentaI protection and social responsibility.
As a trusted partner, Bureau Veritas offers innovative solutions that go beyond simple compliance with
regulations and standards, reducing risk, improving performance and promoting sustainable development.
Through its eight global businesses, Bureau Veritas has developed the industry‘s widest array of world-class
services to clients, wherever they operate.
Bureau Veritas has close to 75,000 employees in around 1,400 offices and laboratories located in 140 countries. ln 2017, it reported revenue of EUR 4.7 billion.
In Germany Bureau Veritas has been represented since 1850 and today has 15 offices with 950 employees.

at

018
SMM 2ooth 101

Please

.EG, B

Hall B3

BUREAU VERITAS S.A.
Zweigniederlassung Hamburg
Marine Department

Veritaskai 1, 21079 Hamburg
Tel.: +49 40 23625-0
Fax: +49 40 2 36 25-620
E-Mail: ger_cha@de.bureauveritas.com
Visit us on: www.bureauveritas.de
www.veristar.com
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SHIP PERFORMANCE

Intelligent information
The AVEVA stand at this year’s
SMM will provide visitors with
an explanation of how digital
transformation is reshaping the
marine industry, bringing together integrated engineering,
design and live sensor data and
intelligent information management tools.
As shipyards and shipowners
are increasingly turning to digital technology – from increasing use of integrated 3D design
and engineering to data-centric
software that spans the asset
and operational lifecycle and
is essential for the autonomous
vessels of the future – digital
tools are reshaping how ships
are built, operated and maintained. Now innovations such
as integrated engineering and
design, data-sharing and cloud

34

AVEVA offers design and products for various areas of a vessel

and better information management are enabling shipyards
to streamline vessel design and
build better ships.
Leading shipbuilding companies have already adopted 3D
modelling technology and integrated digital design and en-

gineering tools. More recently,
offshore shipowners and operators are embracing the benefits
of reusing this information for
process-simulation, asset performance and real-time operations
management. Now it is possible
to connect the 3D-based asset

information model with realtime data collection and analysis
for use in ship and platform operations, maintenance, planning
and training, AVEVA noted.
AVEVA at SMM:
Hall B2 / Stand 103
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Electronic honing
Chris-Marine will have its
complete range of products on
display in Hamburg. As a onesource supplier and process provider to the entire marine industry, the Swedish company seeks
to develop new and improve
existing machines that facilitate
daily work while cutting cost.
With the acquisition of Obel-P
and Lemag products, the company now has a total of 227
years of combined experience
with developing, producing
and selling state-of-the-art tooling, monitoring and overhaul
machines for diesel and gasdriven engines.
With the company’s latest establishment in Hamburg, SMM
2018 is seen as a great opportunity to showcase latest product
developments.

Latest
advances
in lubricants

required finish significantly faster
than ever before.

The Russian petroleum
company, Lukoil, will demonstrate its expertise in cylinder oils and lubricants in
Hamburg.
In order to offer the best
possible lubricant solutions in the years leading
up to 2020 and beyond,
Lukoil Marine Lubricants
launched Navigo MCL
Extra in May 2017, a 40BN marine cylinder oil for
distillate, ultra-low sulphur
fuel oil (<0.1%) and very
low-sulphur heavy fuel oil
applications.

Chris-Marine at SMM:
Hall A3 / Stand 402
Hall A2 / Outdoor Area Stand 9

Lukoil at SMM:
Hall A4 / Stand 300

Chris-Marine will have various products on display in Hamburg

Highly qualified technical staff
will inform visitors about ChrisMarine’s latest ultra rinse and
new developed electronic honing machine that can provide a

TOOLING | LUBRICANTS

KVM onboard cruise ships
IHSE KVM solutions provide crews with essential
data, keeping cruise ships safe, operational
and on-track.
Instant, error-free information – delivered,
whenever and wherever they need it.
Connecting the maritime industry.

IHSE GmbH

info@ihse.de
Tel: +49 (7546) 9248-0

IHSE ASIA

info@ihseapac.com
Tel: +65 (6841) 4707

IHSE USA

info@ihseusa.com
Tel: +1 (732) 738 8780

Stand B6.129.1
www.ihse.com

MEET US AT THE SMM, BOOTH A1.231
AND SWITCH TO PEACE OF MIND!
ON
Our company was founded in 1856 and we have been focusing on
sealing solutions since the 1960s. To this day, we have delivered over
40,000 seals for ships, pumps and tidal turbines.
WWW.LAGERSMIT.COM/SMM2018
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COMMUNICATIONS | DATA

Communications
and navigation
At this year’s SMM, Radio Holland will
present its global network as well as recent
developments and innovations.
During the show, Radio Holland will
celebrate 55 years of cooperation with its
equipment partner Furuno. On display
will be the latest Furuno FAR-22x8/23x8
series, including the ECDIS FMD3200
and the Furuno Voyager Bridge system.
Together with its subsidiary Venteville
Radio Holland will presents the Bio-Sea
ballast water treatment skid.
Also on show will be the latest Hatteland
maritime displays, Danelec VDR solutions, Cobham Sailor 3965 firefighting
portable radios and the VSAT V-600,
Skipper speedlog DL2, and Thrane Iridium LT3100.
Radio Holland at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 301

Integrating IT and OT

MORE
THAN
Visit us:
hall a4
Booth 407

solutions including electronic logbooks, voyage planning and planned
maintenance through to key innovations such as new ‘Digital Twins’ and
‘Simulation as a Service’.
Kognifai and Digital Twins are an
important developmental and operational component of autonomous systems such as those being developed
by Kongsberg for the Yara Birkeland,
the world’s first autonomous, all-electric, zero emissions container vessel.
Kongsberg Maritime’s SMM stand will
show how this innovative vessel has the
potential to revolutionise the shipping
industry and introduce more environmental and business sustainability, by
moving more transport from road to
sea.

Kongsberg Maritime will show innovations in its operational, digital and
seaborne transportation systems including autonomy and hybrid solutions
at SMM 2018. Additional highlights
include new technology for LNG/gaspowered vessels, integrated ocean science and condition monitoring.
Kongsberg has taken a position at the
forefront in maritime digital transformation with Kognifai, an open, collaborative digital platform designed to
improve integration between information technology and operational technology by optimising data access and
analysis using applications developed
by Kongsberg and uniquely, certified
third-party developers. Kognifai is an
innovative gateway to a huge portfolio
of data-driven technology that delivers
tangible cost and operational efficiencies, from integrated fleet-management

Kongsberg Maritime at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 104
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YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

WoodWard L‘orange Porschestrasse 8 70435 stuttgart gerManY WWW.Lorange.coM

Get information today about the ships of tomorrow !
Your digital analysis and research tool to get on the maker‘s list
• incl. rumors

• export function
• e-Mail alert
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tomorrow’s ships today

Test now free of charge:

www.new-ships.com
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EFFECTIVE PIPING

Bending software
The t-bend bending machines from transfluid, which will be presented in Hamburg,
are an efficient alternative to welding in
large tubes, capable of high-performance
processing of tubes with a diameter of up
to 400mm. This reduces the manufacturing costs and offers time savings of up to
60%. In addition to that, it is possible to
weld flanges to the straight tube before the
bending process. The ‘t project’ bending
software will process the isometry though
the connection to the corresponding CAD
programs. This way transfluid creates greater flexibility, which, combined with the
extremely short tool change time below 20
minutes, means efficiency improvement in
tube manufacturing.
The mobile ‘t project draft’ for tablets allows
greater freedom when acquiring data on-site.
With a light, portable measuring system it is
possible to record data for template pipes,
for instance, as well as the process geometry,

Stefanie Flaeper, managing director sales and marketing of transfluid

the flanges and the position of the flanges. A
measurement on board will only take a few
minutes, even for complex tubes with flanges.
The data transfer then occurs online, for instance via a WLAN, and the production can

LNG
As Fuel

Photo: Dähnert

carry on, whilst more tube geometries are recorded on board a ship.
transfluid at SMM:
Hall B2 / Stand 324

gtt.fr

Making green propulsion a reality
Through the collaborative expertise of
GTT, Wärtsilä & WinGD, ship owners
have access to the technology, innovation
and global support needed to make
LNG a truly viable option – delivering a
streamlined route to compliance that’s
effective and efficient while significantly
reducing exposure to risk.

wartsila.com

wingd.com

#LNGasfuel
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THINGS TO DO AFTER THE FAIR

Maritime Hamburg
Two rivers shape the face of Hamburg.
One of them awakens a yearning for the
sea, the other one for home: with its port
that never sleeps, the Elbe is the city’s main
artery leading out into the North Sea; and
the Alster, which forms the lake in the city
centre, represents the heart of Hamburg.
These two waterways are in slight competition with each other. “Alster or Elbe?” is almost a question of faith among residents of
Hamburg, and literally everyone has their
own answer.
Alster or Elbe, this is, first of all, a question of social milieu: the rough Elbe with
its tireless port, and the busy operations of
heavy cranes, barges and ferries, have always
been the domain of the working classes.
Gigantic container ships from China or returning cruise liners from Scandinavia can
be seen making their way down the River
Elbe. At night, the port is illuminated by
its countless cranes, and their hollow humming provides the city’s soundtrack. There
are many favourite spots along the river,
of which “Strand Pauli” Beach Club is certainly one. Only a short walk away from the
St Pauli Landungsbrücken, it offers chilled
drinks and small snacks and freshly barbecued food. The fabulous view across the
Elbe with its passing container ships is of
course free of charge.
Another rather rustic favourite spot for
breakfast on week-ends is the “Strandperle”.
Situated directly on the Elbe beach, this
piece of the real Hamburg offers breakfast,
fish rolls and burgers with a view of the port.
The access is via steep stairs called Jacob´s
Ladder.

Chilled drinks, snacks and barbecues at the Beach Club

While the port denies the Elbe a moment’s peace, the Alster creates Hamburg’s
idyllic centre. Quiet and beautiful, the Alster
provides a far-reaching view into the heart of
the city centre – a view of Hamburg’s magnificent Kontorhaus buildings and luxury
hotels on the banks of the Inner Alster Lake,
and a view of tree-lined parks and prom-

> BEAUTY SPOTS BY
THE WATER

Strand Pauli Beach Club, St. Pauli
Hafenstraße 89, 20359 Hamburg.
www.strandpauli.de
Strandperle, Oevelgönne 60, 22605
Hamburg. www.strandperle-hamburg.de
Alsterperle, Eduard-Rhein-Ufer 1,
22807 Hamburg. www.alsterperle.com

ZF is Propulsion

Photo: Hamburg Media Server

enades on the banks of the larger Outer Alster Lakes. The exclusive residential areas
close to the Outer Alster are home to many
of Hamburg’s affluent citizens. On a sunny
afternoon, you can see them in the club
houses of the time-honoured rowing clubs,
and on their sailing boats on the water.
While these stereotypes are familiar and
may be true in essence, the truth is of course
more complex than that: as an urban recreational area and Hamburg’s most popular
jogging route, the Alster belongs to everyone. During the summer, the restaurants
and cafés along the banks of the Alster, such
as the Alsterperle, are a popular place to
meet, have a drink, and enjoy the view – for
all age groups and for all social milieus. And
Hamburg’s most expensive residential areas
in the suburb of Blankenese with a view over
the Elbe are anything but working class. At
the end of the day, a stretch of water can be
claimed by nobody – and isn’t life perfect
that way?

Meet us
at
hall A3,
booth 219

Manufacturers and operators benefit from a wide-ranging
portfolio of hybrid-capable transmissions that ZF produces
for nearly all application segments.
Visit ZF.com/marine
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HAMBURG CHARM

Lonely Planet and New York Times
declare love for Hamburg

Hamburg among top five travel
destinations for 2018
The international Lonely Planet travel
guide also enthuses about Hamburg and
has ranked the city fourth among the top
five “Best in Travel 2018“. The annual
travel guide ranks ten top cities, countries and regions for the coming year. The
guide hailed the stunning Elphilharmonie with its “glass top that shimmers like
crystalline sails”. It also praised the “ohDeclaration of love from
so-walkable HafenCity port area“, from
New York
where Hamburg is “alluringly accessible”
and radiates along the Elbe River. Dozens
The New York Times writer Davin
of old steeples serve as compass points.
O’Dwyer praised Hamburg as “a watery
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In a recent article of the “36 Hours in
…” series published by The New York
Times on October 19, 2017, this American newspaper with worldwide influence
and readership ranked Hamburg 10th of
“52 places to go” in 2018 – and the only
German destination on the list! This
comes just as the Lonely Planet travel
guide puts Hamburg fourth among its
“Top 10” recommended cities.
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Meet us in Hall A3
Stand A3/200

SMM2018.pre.man-es.com

Economy or
ecology?
We have
the energy
for both.

We are investing all of our energy into creating
solutions for sustainable prosperity. That’s why we
have changed our name from MAN Diesel & Turbo
to MAN Energy Solutions.
Step by step, we advance marine, power, and
industry solutions. This is future in the making.
For customers, stakeholders, and society.
www.man-es.com
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